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This is a terrible product. I have tried to fly two of the missions so far and nothing the way points and triggers don't work. First I
flew the bush telegraph mission as another user had. I arrived at the strip and landed nothing happened taxied over to the ute
parked on the field taxied around and around it still nothing, so i took off to see if that would trigger something nope not a thing.
Also tried the sightseeing one around sydney took over as per the instructions and then you guessed it nothing happened no
further dialogue turned on the mission compass still nothing only response i got was when i deliberately crashed the plane.. This
DLC is really bad. In helicopter mission where you have to fly near the fire you will take aboard an injured person. But then
when someone told you to take back injured man and then go back for other you cant even fly away. I dont know why, maybe
bad set weight. This DLC is full of errors and bugs.. Absolute Garbage. I trieda nd gave it every chance in case it was my user
error, but this should be removed from the Steam Store and every purchaser refunded. ( Yep not a chance of that so Buyer
Beware! Just plain does not work, interface and communication sucks, missions that work are a nightmare and the rest just
annoy the hell out of you. Fair Dinkum they should have called it something else because this is an embarrasment to Australia..
Poorly built missions, mostly nothing more then a flight plan packaged in a mission. Triggers for a lot of missions dont work
('Intercept!' -> didn't recognise i'd landed at YPTN; 'Bush Telegrah' -> didn't trigger on 2nd landing strip). Voice instruction
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volume is too low to hear over engine noise; not they they provide much useful information anyway (Basically: 'Follow the GPS
route'). There's way better freeware mission packs out there. Go with those instead.. after downloading it does,nt work click on
to go to briefing on each senerio just goes to your home screen
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